A hybrid cloud radio access network (H-CRAN) architecture has been proposed to alleviate the midhaul capacity limitation in C-RAN. In this architecture, functional splitting is utilized to distribute the processing functions between a central cloud and edge clouds. The flexibility of selecting specific split point enables the H-CRAN designer to reduce midhaul bandwidth, reduce latency, save energy, or distribute the computation task depending on equipment availability. Meanwhile, techniques for caching are proposed to reduce content delivery latency and the required bandwidth. However, caching imposes new constraints on functional splitting. In this study, considering H-CRAN, a constraint programming problem is formulated to minimize the overall power consumption by selecting the optimal functional split point and content placement, taking into account the content access delay constraint. We also investigate the trade-off between the overall power consumption and occupied midhaul bandwidth in the network. Our results demonstrate that functional splitting together with enabling caching at edge clouds reduces not only content access delays but also fronthaul bandwidth consumption and saves energy finding a compromise between these performance metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Future mobile networks are required to support 1000fold more traffic with the same cost and energy consumption. On the other hand, mobile services have a wide range of delay requirements [1] . To meet such demands while supporting cost-effective network scalability, a cloud radio access network (C-RAN) architecture has been proposed to reduce energy consumption and network cost [2] . The main idea of C-RAN is to centralize all distributed digital units (DUs) along with their associated cooling into a centralized DU pool at a central cloud (CC), only leaving behind the radio units (RUs) at the different cell sites. Such a centralization allows for reducing the energy consumption of RAN thanks to the network function virtualization and multiplexing gains. With C-RAN, DUs can be shared among lightly loaded cells, which in turn enables loaddependent DU (de)activation/sleeping mechanisms. Accordingly, this can reduce network operational costs also spent on cooling and site maintenance, among a multitude of other benefits [3] . This study is supported by EU Celtic-Plus Projects SooGREEN: Service Oriented Optimization of Green Mobile Networks and AI4Green: AI for Green Mobile Networks.
Despite its appealing features, additional network challenges are introduced by C-RAN [4] . Specifically, since fully-processed high-bandwidth radio-over-fiber (RoF) signals are now sent from the DU pool to the intended RUs, the fronthaul capacity between the CC and RUs becomes a transmission bottleneck, especially as the number and data rates of users served by the associated RU increase. As per the recent literature, functional splitting [5] and caching content placement [6] are two potential solutions for this bottleneck problem.
Functional splitting offers additional freedom in dividing the signal processing between the CC and cell sites with several possible split points, provided that a cell site server is made available [5] . The survey in [7] provides a detailed description of each functional split option and their advantages and disadvantages. In [8] , the application and constraints of flexible C-RAN have been analyzed. In this study, the authors introduced a novel RAN-as-a-service concept, which leverages cloud technologies to implement a flexible functional split in 5G mobile networks. The authors in [9] , discussed an architectural evolution from 3GPP LTE, outlined challenges and potential technologies to implement functional split, and described the potential gains.
Caching is another approach that may not only relieve the fronthaul congestion but also can reduce the content delivery latency. In caching, popular contents are cached into a place closer to the users, e.g., in the edge cloud (EC), allowing user content demands to be accommodated more easily and quickly. Since content access delay is an important factor in caching problems, various algorithms and techniques have been proposed to incur lower latencies. The challenges, paradigm, and potential solutions for caching are discussed in [6] . In [10] , cooperative hierarchical caching has been proposed to minimize the content access delay and boost the quality-of-experience (QoE) for end users. In [11] , the authors proposed caching algorithms to optimize the content caching locations and hence reduce the delivery delay. In [12] the authors presented a caching structure and proposed a cooperative multicast-aware caching strategy to reduce the average latency of delivering content. In this study, the focus is more on the users' QoE and the content access latency.
Hybrid CRAN (H-CRAN) is proposed as a multi-layer architecture for the first time in [13] where physical layer network function splits are optimized to minimize power and midhaul bandwidth jointly without considering delay or content delivery. H-CRAN leverages the previous CC/EC structure with functional splitting in a three-layer architecture to share the processing tasks between CC and EC [14] . In [15] , an end-to-end delay model has been proposed for different functional split options in H-CRAN. H-CRAN can simultaneously employ caching and functional splitting to tackle the fronthaul bottleneck problem. Although the existing content caching algorithms can reduce the service delay, it is not easy to decide where to deploy the content caches since there is a tradeoff in balancing the centralized function processing and the distributed caching especially in H-CRAN. It is worth noting that caching the content at the EC prevents us from functional splitting since the content is already at EC and it is not meaningful to centralize processing at CC. Due to this dependency, it is important to jointly decide whether to centralize or distribute content caching together with network processing functions.
This paper is a first attempt to find a compromise between two contradictory trends: (1) Centralizing resources in radio access networks in C-RAN for energy and cost savings vs (2) Distributing the caching capabilities closer to the users in content delivery networks. With this regard, with the objective to minimize the network power consumption, we formulate the joint problem of content placement and flexible functional split in H-CRAN networks as a constraint programming [16] . The problem formulation captures a delay constraint where each content should be delivered to the user within a delay threshold. Dependency of edge caching, content placement, and functional split decisions between edge and central cloud is formulated as a constraint. Moreover, we model the delay and power consumption network components from cloud to the user. Finally the trade off between the total system power consumption and bandwidth has been investigated.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the network and reference architectures are explained. In Section III, the problem formulation is presented. In Section IV, the network performance is evaluated. Finally, the concluding remarks are discussed in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Architecture
An H-CRAN architecture with dual-site processing is depicted in Fig. 1 , where DUs are deployed at both the CC and the ECs. The three-layer architecture comprises a cell layer, an EC layer, and a CC layer. The term "cell" is used here to refer to the coverage region of an RU. The cell layer consists of all cells, each serving several user equipment (UEs). Each group of cells are connected to an edge cloud as an aggregation point. The fronthaul between the CC and ECs can be implemented using a short fiber or wireless links, e.g., mm-Wave links or optical links. In this study, we consider mm-Wave because deployment of massive number of fiber links to support a densified cell layer can be costly. The considered midhaul technology in this study is time-wavelength division multiplexing PON (TWDM-PON) to allow time sharing of wavelengths between RUs, and each midhaul link is a wavelength channel, needing an optical network unit (ONU) at the EC and a line card (LC) at the CC as transceivers. The CC and ECs are equipped with DUs which enable a virtualized functional processing, in which their computational resources can be virtualized and shared by connected RUs. For instance, the traffic to a cell can be partially processed at the CC so that the midhaul bandwidth requirement can be relaxed, then the remaining processing could be done at the EC. However, the processing at the EC is less efficient since the number of its accommodated DUs is less than that at the CC. Besides, the EC caching capacity is also less than that of the CC. The flexibility of the EC/CC functional processing also depends on the placement of the requested files. Hence, sharing infrastructure equipment based on the optimal cache placement creates a trade-off between the consumed power, midhaul bandwidth and experienced delay. Our quest hence becomes (1) whether to fully perform our baseband processing at the CC, the EC, or select an intermediate split point and (2) whether to place the content at the edge or central cloud given a user request with a delay threshold.
B. Reference Architectures
In this study, we refer to the link between the CC and the EC as the x-haul link. If all the processing is done at the EC then x-haul becomes backhaul. And if all the functions are centralized, the corresponding x-haul link is called fronthaul. In case we partially centralize and split network functions between the CC and the EC, the x-haul link is called midhaul. The following two, fullycentralized and fully-distributed reference architectures with no functional splitting are used as a baseline for performance evaluation purposes.
1) All the requested files are placed in EC, then all the baseband processing must be placed at the EC, Since all the processing takes place at the EC, more power is consumed but in return we require less bandwidth in the backhaul. This is the best case in terms of satisfying users' delay requirements. 2) All the requested files are placed at the CC together with full centralization of network functions, introducing extra delay and consuming the highest x-haul bandwidth, with the advantage of minimized power consumption. Note that in this reference case the delay constraint needs to be relaxed.
C. Functional Split model
The communication baseband processing contains a set of functions that can be classified as cell processing (CP) and user processing (UP) functions. In this paper, we represent the functional split of the baseband processing as shown in Fig. 2 . The CP mainly represents the functions within the physical layer that are responsible for the signal processing associated with the cell. Few examples of CP functions include: CPRI encoding, cyclic (de)prefix, and resource (de)mapping. Similarly, the UP includes a set of functions that are related to physical layer and some upper layer functions that are responsible for signal processing of each user in a cell. Few examples of UP functions include: antenna (de)mapping, forward error correction (FEC). According to the Fig. 2 , the functional split can either happen before split 1 or after split 7 or in between. When split happens at Split 1, then all the functions are centralized at CC resulting in CRAN. When split happens after Split 7, all the functions are centralized at EC resulting in DRAN. When Split happens in between, the function above the split are placed at CC and function below the split are placed at EC.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
In this section, the problem of content placement and functional split in hybrid C-RAN is formulated as a Constraint programming problem as follows.
A. Objective
The objective is to minimize the network's power consumption. The objective function is expressed as
where P t denotes the total power consumption in the network and is expressed as,
The first term in (7), is the power consumption of line cards in the midhaul where g is a sum over each wavelength calculating whether it is used by any EC. The second term is the power consumption of CC while the third term is that of each EC where l and l r can be calculated similar to g. I is the indicator function which becomes 1 if the defined statement within brackets is true else 0. All terms of the power model are explained in Section III-B2.
B. Given
1) System Parameters:
• Topology: One CC is connected to multiple EC. Each EC is connected to an exclusive set of cells, and each cell exclusively covers a set of UEs. given a specific split decision and is calculated as,
where the first two terms denote the UP processing delay at CC and EC and the last two terms show that of CP at CC and EC. Each delay component is function of the equipment processing speed and required processing [15] . • D rsf : Delay induced by the number of radio subframes and is calculated as,
where T rsf is radio subframe transmission time and N rsf is the number of radio subframes and is given by,
where N s is the number of symbols per physical resource block (PRB), u prb is the number PRB, and u M I is the modulation index in bits/prb. • D N of : Delay induced by the number of optical frames.
where, T of is the optical frame time and N of (p i , q c ) denotes the required number of optical frames to transmit UP/CP data which is given by,
where V cc (p i , q c ) is data resulted from CP/UP [5] . S of is the optical frame size and the denominator of (7), shows the amount of bytes that can be used by cell c in an optical frame in the midhaul. Note that we assume that the function processing delay is calculated individually for each radio subframe, then accumulated for all radio subframes. : Delay incurred due to cache processing at CC and EC. The calculation of delay parameters is explained in [15] . 
C. Variables
D. Constraints
Constraint (8) ensures that the functional split of baseband processing can at most occur once at CP or UP. (9) ensures that, if the UP of UE i is split, then all the UP and CP below the split point must be placed at the EC processed by the same DU.
Constraint (10) ensures that, if CP of cell c is split, then all the CP and UP above the split point must be placed at CC processed by the same DU.
Constraint (11) ensures that, the total number of CP processed by a DU d at EC must not exceed the maximum capacity of the number of CP that can be hosted by a DU at EC.
(11) Constraint (12) ensures that, the total number of CP functions processed by a DU d at CC must not exceed the maximum capacity of the number of CP functions that can be hosted by a DU at CC. Constraint (15) ensures that the total occupied midhaul bandwidth in a wavelength cannot exceed the wavelengths capacity, i.e., K.
r∈R
Constraint (16) and (17) ensures that, if the function processing is at CC then content cannot be placed at local EC. If the content is optimally placed at local EC, then function processing must be at local EC.
(17) where M denotes a big number for the big M method optimization. Constraint (18) ensures that the capacity of cache at EC r cannot exceed the maximum capacity of the EC's cache
where
Constraint (20) ensures that the total delay of a user i should be less than the delay threshold
where D i for user i is given by,
(21) All delay parameters are explained in Section III-B3. We solved the proposed problem optimally using IBM ILOG CP solver. This solver can solve the problem with the defined optimal gap [16] . We set the optimality gap to 0.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the performance of joint functional split and content placement (FSCP) in H-CRAN is evaluated. We consider three key performance metrics, namely 1) network power consumption, 2) content access delay, and 3) hit rate, where the hit rate is defined as the ratio of (a) Power consumption.
(b) Hit rate. served users with satisfied demands, e.g., delay, to the total number of users. We assume maximum number of 95 users are connected to the RUs of the corresponding cell. Both the EC and CC are equipped with the DUs which have different maximum capacity of hosting CPs and UPs given in Table I . We assume that users are distributed uniformly in the cell coverage area of 250m 2 and one resource block group is assigned to each user. In our system, each user requests randomly with a uniform distribution, a content of size S f from a set F, within a delay threshold d i . All the simulation parameters are summarized in Table I . FSCP is compared with 2 reference cases where files are cached at EC (1) and CC (2). Fig. 3a illustrates the impact of the number of active users on total power consumption. There is high possibility that multiple users request for the same content in a cell. To cover this request pattern, the user request was modeled such that 80 percentage of the users of the same EC request for the 20 percent of the total contents (FSCP-80-20). Placing all the contents at EC restricts the centralization of the functions at EC according to constraint (9), thus it consumes more power due to low computational capacity of the DUs at EC. In this case, after a point, we can see a saturation in power consumption. This saturation is because of the capacity of EC which is fully utilized and has no room to accommodate users anymore. When all contents are placed at CC, the least power is consumed, however, in this case some of users are dropped due to the latency constraint. FSCP power consumption goes down as the mean delay threshold increases, i.e., from 45msec to 70msec. When the contents can be stored as in FSCP-80-20 ,up to 8.33% more power consumption can be saved compared to FSCP. It is worth mentioning that one source of power saving is due to centralizing the processing at the CC and taking advantage multiplexing gain among all cells. Another source of power saving is due to turning off the unused components in the network such as DUs, LCs, ONUs, and etc. Finally, if contents are stored at edge and are requested by multiple users, cell processing functions are done only once for those users and hence less power is consumed. In Fig. 3b , the system is evaluated based on the hit rate ratio. FSCP attains full success hit rate. At full load and in all cache at CC scenario, half of users are served, while 60% are served in EC scenario. The former is due to delay constraints and the latter is because of storage capacity limitation in the EC. There is a breaking point in EC scenario where beyond that point the EC can not serve more users. This point corresponds to the saturation point in Fig. 3a .
In Fig. 4 , we have depicted the average delay experienced by the users. Fetching the content from the CC experiences more delay than other cases due to the higher distance between the CC and the users. FSCP-80-20 has up to 20% lower delay compared to FSCP due to the content sharing. Comparing this trend with that of Fig. 3a , one can see the trade off between the experienced delay and the the total power consumption. Fig. 5 shows the impact of the delay threshold over the total required edge capacity for content storage for various traffic load. By increasing the delay threshold, contents are likely to be stored at CC to benefit from the efficient computation capacity of DUs at CC. This means, we only cache the contents at EC if it is necessary and thus we Fig. 6 shows the impact of the delay threshold over total network power consumption. Increasing the delay threshold allows the users to access the content from the CC, thus allows the flexibility of processing the functions at CC, subsequently decreases the power consumption.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered the joint problem of content placement and functional split to minimize power consumption of hybrid CRAN architecture. We proposed an optimization framework to jointly perform functional split and content caching by developing a constraint programming model. Users' QoS, defined as the delay requirement, is also considered. Numerical results illustrated that compared to CRAN architecture, in low load scenario, the experienced delay of Hybrid CRAN is 10% lower at cost of 20% more power consumption knowing that QoS of all users are satisfied. Compared to edge caching, in low load scenario, about 35% power saving is attained at cost of 10% more experienced delay. In summary, utilizing the content caching at edge cloud together with functional splitting is beneficial in terms of both content access delay and energy saving finding a compromise between these two performance metrics. Since the formulated problem is not scalable, one research direction is to use heuristic algorithms to solve the problem. Moreover, user demand analysis and prediction techniques can be incorporated within our framework.
